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Abstract

To combat misinformation regarding COVID-
19 during this unprecedented pandemic, we
propose a conversational agent that answers
questions related to COVID-19. We adapt the
Poly-encoder (Humeau et al., 2020) model for
informational retrieval from FAQs. We show
that after fine-tuning, the Poly-encoder can
achieve a higher F1 score. We make our code
publicly available for other researchers to use.

1 Introduction

At the beginning of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic
spread quickly across the world as did harmful mis-
information (e.g., about how the disease spreads)
leading to preventable mistakes in managing its
spread. Information regarding COVID-19 must be
communicated by verified sources such as the Cen-
ter for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and
the World Health Organization (WHO). Further-
more, COVID-19 information is rapidly changing,
making it difficult to distinguish evidence-based
guidance from misinformation. To help society re-
spond to COVID-19, people need easy access to
accurate information about COVID-19. For some
people, a conversational interface can provide a
quick and accessible interface to trusted sources.

We adapt the Poly-encoder (Humeau et al., 2020)
for the COVID-19 QA task. The performance of
a QA model is assessed not only by prediction
quality but also by prediction speed, as scoring
many candidates can be extremely slow. Recently,
the fine-tuning of deep pre-trained language models
(Devlin et al., 2018) has been shown to achieve
state-of-the-art benchmarks on a QA task (Zhang
et al., 2020b). The Poly-encoder extends these
methods for conversational information retrieval.

∗ This work was conducted while a visiting student at
Johns Hopkins University.

Another challenge for the COVID-19 QA system
is to return trusted information to user questions.
Hence, we use the dataset of Poliak et al. (2020)
which has over two-thousand verified questions and
answers from trusted online sources (e.g., WHO,
CDC). The answers are verified by researchers at
the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health (JHSPH).

Finally, a third challenge is how to evaluate the
COVID-19 QA system. To research this important
problem, experts from JHSPH annotated a dataset
of similarity scores between FAQs from trusted
sources and user questions from online sources
(e.g. Qorona1, Twitter, and DialogueMD2).3 This
similarity set allows us to evaluate our QA system.

We contribute the following:

• We adapt the Poly-encoder for the COVID-19
QA task.

• We evaluate the performance using the ques-
tion - QA similarity dataset.

2 COVID-19 QA

We formulate our COVID-19 QA task as a problem
of how to choose answers from a set of pre-selected
sentences (Severyn et al., 2013). Specifically, we
want to respond to a user query with a response
from Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) (Wang
et al., 2009). The Poly-encoder model can use the
QA context to respond both quickly and accurately
to user queries.

2.1 Poly-encoder

The Poly-encoder (Humeau et al., 2020) depends
on large pre-trained transformer models with identi-

1https://github.com/allenai/Qorona
2https://github.com/dialoguemd/

covidfaq
3For a full description of this dataset see Poliak et al.

(2020).

https://github.com/allenai/Qorona
https://github.com/dialoguemd/covidfaq
https://github.com/dialoguemd/covidfaq


cal architecture and dimensions as BERT-base (De-
vlin et al., 2018), i.e. 12 attention heads, 12 layers,
and a hidden size of 768. The Poly-encoder is
trained from scratch using a subset of Reddit ex-
tracted data composed of 174 million examples of
[INPUT, LABEL] (Mazaré et al., 2018). We use
this pre-trained model since questions on Reddit
are similar to COVID-19 questions (Murray et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2020a).

The Poly-encoder accepts two separate trans-
formers for the label and context, which en-
code them into vectors, ycand = red(T1(cand)),
yctxt = red(T2(ctxt)), where T1 and T2 are two
transformers that have been pre-trained (Humeau
et al., 2020). T (x) = h1, ..., hN is the output of
a Transformer T and N is the number of tokens.
red(·) is the mean-pool function which reduces the
sequence of vectors into one vector. The candidate
is encoded into a single vector ycandi . The Poly-
encoder model precomputes and caches embedded
responses.

In general, the context is significantly longer
than a candidate; therefore, the input context is
represented with m vectors (y1ctxt...y

m
ctxt), where

m will affect the inference speed. The m global
features are used as the input representation, which
learns m context codes (c1, ..., cm), where ci ex-
tracts representation yictxt by attending over all the
outputs of the previous layer. Formally,

yictxt =
∑
j

wci
j hj ,

where (wci
1 , ..., w

ci
N ) = softmax(ci · h1, ..., ci ·

hN ). The m context codes are randomly initialized
and learned during fine-tuning.

Consequently, we use ycandi to attend over m
global context feature, such that,

yctxt =
∑
i

wiy
i
ctxt,

where (w1, ..., wm) = softmax(ycandi ·
y1ctxt, ..., ycandi · ymctxt). In the end, ycandi · yctxt is
the final score of the candidate label.

We note that the Poly-encoder is faster than pre-
vious models which take context into account be-
cause the context candidate attention is only over
the last layer and the number of context codes
is much smaller than the number of tokens (i.e.
m < N ).

We use the Poly-encoder to precompute the rep-
resentation of each candidate, as it provides a mech-
anism for attending over the context utilizing the

label candidate. Furthermore, the Poly-encoder
allows for rapid real-time inference.

2.2 Fine-tuning and Task Adaptation
We use the open-source software platform the Par-
lAI (Miller et al., 2017), which is specialized for
dialogue research. We aim to not only build our
chatbot but also share our results with other re-
searchers via our repository4 in order to build to-
wards the common goal of providing the public
with an accessible source for up-to-date and veri-
fied information on COVID-19.

First, we build the COVID-19 model following
the same parameters and training approach as the
WikiQA task.5 The WikiQA dataset is a publicly
available set of answer and question pairs, collected
and annotated for research on open-domain ques-
tion and answering (Yang et al., 2015). Given the
similarity between tasks, we fine-tune the Poly-
encoder using the WikiQA recipe for our task with
a focus on improving the accuracy and relevance of
answers. Finally, we implement a chat interface6

to receive feedback from experts who interact with
our system response. We use this feedback to refine
our system to provide proper information.

3 Experimental Setup

We fine-tuned the Poly-encoder with the Reddit-
pre-trained transformer using the COVID-19 QA
dataset and evaluated it on the Q-A and Q-Q
datasets.

3.1 COVID-19 QA Dataset
We used the COVID-19 QA dataset7 (Q-A) from
Poliak et al. (2020). The dataset has roughly 2,200
English questions and answers from FAQs from
over 40 trusted online sources (e.g., CDC, WHO,
CNN). These websites are scraped and the ques-
tion and answer pairs are extracted along with the
relevant associated metadata.8 The data is updated
daily. This effort was conducted by JHU-COVID-
QA team9 (Poliak et al., 2020).

4https://github.com/sseol11/Parlai_
ver2/tree/master/parlai/tasks/covid19

5https://github.com/facebookresearch/
ParlAI/tree/master/parlai/tasks/wikiqa

6We use ParlAI demo interface and open-source the demo
system (See Appendix 1) for researchers who want to study
this topic in our repository outside of the full system https:
//covid-19-infobot.org/chat/.

7https://covid-19-infobot.org/data/
8https://github.com/JHU-COVID-QA/

scraping-qas/wiki/Schema-v0.1
9https://covid-19-infobot.org/

https://github.com/sseol11/Parlai_ver2/tree/master/parlai/tasks/covid19
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Train Val Test Total
# of ques. 541 67 68 676
# of sent. 3,824 486 427 4,737

Table 1: Statistics of the COVID-19 QA dataset (Q-A)
(English). We use schema v0.2, 04-30 dump version
dataset.

Test
# of ques. 254
# of avg.word 7.11

Table 2: Statistics of the COVID-19 QA dataset (Q-Q).

COVID-19 QA dataset incorporates multi-
lingual such as English, German, Polish, Italian,
and Spanish.10 We only used the English data
where ‘hasAnswer’ is true. We randomly split the
data into training (80%), validation (10%), and
testing (10%) sets. Table 1 shows COVID-19 QA
dataset statistics. We used the ParlAI data loader
to automatically download and preprocess the data
in the format [question, [cand1, cand2, ...]]. The
dataset used for our experiments is available in our
code repository. For every question and answer
pair, we randomly sampled 20 candidate answers
including ground truth for training.

3.2 COVID-19 QA Evaluation

Evaluation sets We evaluated the model using a
question to question (Q-Q) similarity set created
by leveraging experts knowledge. We collaborated
with public health experts to extract the relevance
score of the candidate question-QA pairs into a
scale of 1–100. For full details of the dataset
reader should refer to Poliak et al. (2020). The
Q-Q dataset can be scored through the similar-
ity between query and question. The Q-Q eval-
uation dataset consists of five candidates question
per question with relevance score from question-
QA pairs.

We used 254 questions with an average of 7.11
words per question (Table 2). We scored each
of the question-question pairs based on experts’
assessment. The ground truth has a similarity score
≥ 80.

Evaluation metrics We used four metrics:
accuracy, MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank), F1

10Deepset scraping websites include multiple languages,
but roughly 65% of our datasets are in English.

score, and BLEU-n. We assessed the accuracy of
the model at selecting the single best response.
MRR evaluates the relative ranks of ground-truth
answers in the candidate of a question. F1 score
considers both the precision and recall of the
system. Finally, BLEU-n is a precision-based
metric that computes the number of n-grams
in the candidate that are also present in a reference.

Baseline Our baseline is the Poly-encoder pre-
trained on Reddit, which we discuss in Section 2.1.
We refer to this baseline as Poly-encoder (Reddit).

3.3 Fine-Tuning

We fine-tuned the model using 20 candidates form
the COVID-19 QA dataset and thus refer to the
model as JHU-COVID-QA@20(ft). We set the
batch size to 64. The model was trained for 20
epochs. The specific parameter set is described in
our repository.4

4 Results and Analysis

We conducted experiments using two types of eval-
uation sets. One is COVID-19 QA dataset (Q-A)
for the evaluation, which is composed of question-
answer pairs and includes randomly selected dis-
tractor candidate answers. To evaluate the model’s
ability relative to the number of candidates, we eval-
uated models with a different number of candidates
in Table 3.

We evaluated our model and the baseline using
both 1011 and 20 candidates in Q-A (Table 3). As
expected the metrics all showed worse performance
as the candidate set increases; however, the perfor-
mance of our fine-turned model decreases much
less than the baseline. The comparison between our
JHU-COVID-QA@20 model and baseline shows
the importance of fine-tuning.

Another avenue of evaluation is the question
to question (Q-Q) similarity set. In this case, we
evaluated the JHU-COVID-QA@20 model with
Q-Q set and attained an accuracy of 72.05%. This
demonstrated that a model only fine-tuned on the
Q-A dataset worked well on Q-Q evaluation; how-
ever, we only saw improvement in recall over the
baseline. The performance can be improved by
also including Q-Q as well as Q-A in fine-tuning.
We leave this for future work.

11We randomly removed 10 of the 19 distractors candidates
from @20.



Validation (Q-A)
Candidates Accuracy F1 BLEU-4 MRR

Poly-encoder (Reddit) 20 0.3582 0.4497 0.3582 0.5368
Poly-encoder (Reddit) 10 0.4627 0.5391 0.4629 0.545

JHU-COVID-QA@20(ft) (ours) 20 0.8507 0.8818 0.8507 0.8846
JHU-COVID-QA@20(ft) (ours) 10 0.8955 0.917 0.8955 0.9353

Test (Q-A)
Candidates Accuracy F1 BLEU-4 MRR

Poly-encoder (Reddit) 20 0.3676 0.4613 0.3733 0.545
Poly-encoder (Reddit) 10 0.4559 0.5413 0.4618 0.6393

JHU-COVID-QA@20(ft) (ours) 20 0.7941 0.8317 0.7941 0.875
JHU-COVID-QA@20(ft) (ours) 10 0.9853 0.9898 0.9853 0.9926

Q-Q
Candidates Accuracy F1 BLEU-4 MRR

Poly-encoder (Reddit) 5 0.7283 0.7945 0.6933 0.5864
JHU-COVID-QA@20(ft) (ours) 5 0.7205 0.8126 0.6959 0.5914

Table 3: Performance of the JHU-COVID-QA system evaluated on COVID-19 QA datasets (Q-A & Q-Q pair).
(ft) indicates that the model is fine-tuned.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we showcase the fine-tuning of the
Poly-encoder model for the COVID-19 QA task.
Experimental results across two different evalua-
tion sets show that our model achieves meaningful
improvements over the baseline. We create two
evaluations sets from Poliak et al. (2020) and make
them publicly available for researchers.

Although we mainly focus on the Poly-encoder
model, to further our research, we plan to take ad-
vantage of the system combination of BERT based
and BM25 model using the contextual bandits (Fos-
ter and Rakhlin, 2020) for improving the response
quality of the QA system.

Our hope is that by deploying this conversational
agent, the public will have another tool to get cred-
ible answers to their questions about COVID-19.
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A Appendices

Figure 1: Interface of our COVID-19 Chatbot demo. Note that the example created based on April-2020 scraped
information. Therefore, it may not up-to-date information.


